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	Microsoft® Visual Basic® Programs to Accompany Programming Logic

	and Design, Sixth Edition (also known as, VB PAL) is designed to

	provide students with an opportunity to write Visual Basic programs

	as part of an Introductory Programming Logic course. It is written to

	be a companion text to the student’s primary text, Programming Logic

	and Design, Sixth Edition, by Joyce Farrell. Th is textbook assumes

	no programming language experience and provides the beginning

	programmer with a guide to writing structured programs and simple

	object-oriented programs using introductory elements of the popular

	Visual Basic programming language. It is not intended to be a textbook

	for a course in Visual Basic programming. Th e writing is nontechnical

	and emphasizes good programming practices. Th e examples

	do not assume mathematical background beyond high school math.

	Additionally, the examples illustrate one or two major points; they

	do not contain so many features that students become lost following

	irrelevant and extraneous details.





	The examples in VB PAL, Sixth Edition are often examples presented

	in the primary textbook, Programming Logic and Design, Sixth

	Edition. Th e following table shows the correlation between topics in

	the two books.

	The Visual Basic PAL is designed to be paired with the Sixth Edition of Joyce Farrell's Programming Logic and Design text. Together, the two books provide the perfect opportunity to learn the fundamentals of programming while gaining exposure to an actual programming language. Readers can discover how real Visual Basic code behaves within the context of the traditional language-independent logic and design course.
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Citrix XenDesktop Cookbook - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 40 engaging recipes that will help you implement a full-featured XenDesktop® 7.6 architecture and its main satellite components


	About This Book

	
		Implement, configure, and optimize the migration from a physical to a VDI architecture using XenDesktop 7.6
	
		Publish desktops and...
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Mastering JBuilderJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The authoritative guide to building large-scale applications with JBuilder®
    JBuilder is a tool designed by Java developers for Java developers. JBuilder developers need a guide that delves into the more powerful techniques that are required to build enterprise-strength applications.    

    Endorsed by Borland,...
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Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & LearningIRM Press, 2005
Harnessing Knowledge Dynamics: Principled Organizational Knowing & Learning translates what is arcane and controversial today into managerial guidance that is sophisticated yet practical. It also complements the many existing management books on strategy, technology, knowledge and systems while...
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Mastering Maya Complete 2Sybex, 2000
This book will get you acquainted with Maya Complete Version 2. When we started work on Maya in 1995, after the merger of Alias and Wavefront, we wanted to deliver a software system that would change the way computer animation was created by challenging established ways of workingeven those we pioneered ourselves. In Version 1, we set our goals...
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The Mathematica Book, Fifth EditionWolfram Media, 2003

	As both a highly readable tutorial and a definitive reference for over a million Mathematica users worldwide, this book covers every aspect of Mathematica. It is an essential resource for all users of Mathematica from beginners to experts. This expanded fifth edition presents Mathematica Version 5 for the first time and is important for...
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Complex IT Project Management: 16 Steps to SuccessCRC Press, 2003
Project Managers leading massive IT projects--defined as projects rolling out deliverables across geographic boundaries with budgets ranging well into the millions--need a unique level of expertise and an arsenal of personal and professional skills to successfully accomplish their tasks. Large IT initiatives inherently contain business...
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